
Plastic inline foot switch

Wiring kit Flex Reccomended light bulb

E27 (240v) Cable length: 240cm from plug to bulb holder

Flex colour: grey fabric
Max 25W LED

Dusting your light regularly and with a light feather duster should keep your light looking clean, otherwise wipe with a damp cloth and 
remove any moisture with a dry cloth. Gentle furniture polishes can also be used. 

Wiring kit options

Care information

Additional information

Brass bulb holder 
with black inline foot 
switch and plug

• Suitable for use on 240v circuits. 
• This product can be plugged straight into a 240v outlet.
• Assembly instructions and fixings included.

Steam bent ash spirals somersault within a fine dowel cage. Playing with perspective, our Cage Lighting Range sees freedom and constraint collide 
— with dramatic impact.

A riot of energy by day, a shower of shadows by night. On or off, the Cage’s interplay of textures, movement and light invites a closer look. 
Corkscrewing behind a delicate yet rigid birch surround, it epitomises the spirit of nature — commanding and wild in perfect measure. Use the 
Cage Floor Light to illuminate specific areas, to layer light and create ambience in your space.

Add drama. Add depth. See differently.

The Cage Lighting Range is also available as a standard and large pendant light.

Cage Floor Light

SKU Wood types
Dimensions L x W x H (mm) Weight (kg)

Boxed BoxedUnboxed

Other materials

Unboxed

Cage Floor Light 500 x 500 x 1520TR-CGE-WDFLR-AB Ash + Birch 4.35 8.9

Materials

Finish

Product Type : Floor Light

1520mm

500mm500mm

Wooden floor stand - Finished with a blend of natural wax oils to give a protective, hardwearing and beautiful finish. 
Shade - Non-toxic, hard wearing water based varnish - satin

Birch dowelMetal mounting plate

615 x 615 x 390

1260 x 135 x 135
Stand

Shade

BirchAsh

Product Specification

CAGE FLOOR LIGHT

Birch/Ash - £745

Tom Raffield Ltd, Nanskerris, Trevarno, Helston, Cornwall, TR13 0RU, UK
tomraffield.com     contact@tomraffield.com     +44 (0) 1326 722725     #tomraffield @tomraffield

Due to the character of handcrafted natural products, all dimensions are approximate. Wood colour may slightly vary.
All products, prices and leadtimes are correct at time of print and are subject to change without notice.


